Abstract-Higher-order black box software tests against independent end user domain requirements has become an issue of increasing importance with compositional reuse of software artifacts. Recently, a general method was proposed that derives testable scenarios directly from a customer domain model by abstraction, reduction and inclusion for critical coverage [32]. The resulting linear (i.e. nonbranching) scenarios are used as references to test suppliers' software specifications against. This paper presents the method in an overview and elaborates on the domain reduction step within the process for the generation of testable scenarios from a domain model. An example is provided which is non-fictitious on the domain side. Advantages of the method are an underlying clear business model, test oracles that are independent from the software development process, and validation results that are generated early in the development cycle, before the software itself is available.
I. INTRODUCTION
Software engineering is in the process of evolving from a craft to an industry and reuse is one decisive element that supports and propels this evolution. Reuse has even been described as "the only realistic approach" [20] to meet the needs of a software industry. Recently, further increasing needs for reuse have been listed among the top trends that will influence future software processes [5] .
Compositional reuse is one of the fundamental software reuse technologies [4] . The approach is to reuse executable artifacts which are found in repositories, and compose them into larger applications [33] . Compositional reuse of black box business components is part of the overall concept of component-based business applications, where business components are described by multi-layered and semi-formal specifications, implement services from a business domain, and are envisaged to be traded on markets [35] . Such compositional reuse includes
• building software for reuse, by creating self contained, marketable, fully described black box artifacts on the supply side,
• building software from reuse, by composing larger applications from these executable stand-alone artifacts on the demand side, and
• trading the associated software artifacts or components on a market (possibly an internal market within a corporation). In this environment, the demand side -customers and end users of component software -looks for useful software components and does not want to access source code but restricts to a black box view. The demand side focus therefore is on "higher-order" [22] compliance of domain level pragmatics and semantics, while mere formal and syntactical compliance is often perceived as technical precondition in the responsibility of the supply side.
Software component reuse with parts that can be looked up in catalogues and can then be integrated into large applications similar to electronic parts has been proposed already since long [17] . But non-trivial problems still complicate broad compositional software reuse in theory and in practice today. Among the problems on the demand side is the evaluation of available components against their more complex end user domain requirements: assuming that an offered component complies syntactically, it still needs to be tested if its pragmatics and semantics are useful for a specific domain automation purpose.
In traditional engineering disciplines, the importance of testing is well acknowledged because of a long history of experiences. In software engineering it is on the one hand known that software is fundamentally less reliable than traditional engineering products [28] and that building software will probably always be hard [7] . On the other hand the well-known notion of "good-enough software" [42] shows that we have to deal with a pragmatic view on quality aspects of software, in particular with large enterprise applications.
But also good enough software development can profit from testing, especially with enterprise-sized systems if errors are found efficiently and early in the development process. Firstly, it was shown that the effort for error correction grows markedly when the error is detected later. Secondly, the earlier errors are detected the more rectification alternatives are available. Thirdly, studies in science and projects in industry indicate that testing takes more than fifty percent of the effort even with non-safety critical software.
Software testing is even more important whenever prefabricated items such as components are reused. Firstly, a single component made for reuse must be more thoroughly tested than a component made to be used once because it is reused in combinations unknown at the time of development. Secondly, a system based on a configuration of multiple black box components from different suppliers must be more thoroughly tested as compared to large pre-integrated products. [19] The distinction between technology based supplier testing and domain based customer testing is widely acknowledged, in particular with component-based software [12;40] . Recently, an approach was proposed specifically for component validation testing on the domain level of the demand side [32] . It is based on testable scenarios which are independently derived from an end user domain and become checked against reuse specifications from suppliers.
The rest of the paper presents and elaborates the method and is structured as follows. Section two of the paper sets out basic assumptions and presents the underlying business model. Section three introduces the approach in an overview, elaborates on the process reduction through an abstracted business domain, and finally applies the method in a small example, nonfictitious on the domain side. Section four elaborates on the current state of the art and on existing solutions, and delimits the contributions of the method. Section five summarizes and concludes this paper.
II. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS AND BUSINESS MODEL
Dynamics and pragmatism of real life businesses demand good enough software which is useful to the customer, and therefore support a focus on higher-order domain tests. So our approach is based on the fundamental assumption that the final arbiter of software success is only the customer to whom the component software is useful or not. This most central assumption was stated already in 1979: "A software error is present when the program does not do what its end user reasonably expects it to do." [22] .
The end user domain is the area of intended application for the component-based software. While it usually lacks a fully formal definition or model, we still assume that customer test references from the application domain prevail over test oracles created with mere supplier knowledge from within the component software technology. Higher-order testing on the domain level, without the intention to change or reengineer components or their specifications, initially has as a goal to validate the suppliers' software for reuse and control on the demand side. The argument of assertive and independent consideration of the ontological domain and the supporting technologies can be founded in Ψ (psi) theory [9] .
From an end user's domain point of view, it is favorable to test higher-order requirements independently and as early as possible. This supports the identification and assessment of components, if possible at best before the executable software itself is available. The necessary validation knowledge consists of testable business requirements that predefine what the right software solution is supposed to do, and it needs to be constructed.
Our construction approach is embedded into a clear business model assumption derived from the vision of industrialized compositional reuse for software engineering, which has been described in detail in [35] . Fig. 1 (notation: e3-value [13] ) introduces the underlying business model assumption with the three actors: component supply, component demand and component market.
In the business model, suppliers create components for an anonymous market to satisfy an assumed demand or requirement on that market. These requirements can typically be acquired from discussions with individual clients but also could very well be entrepreneurial market assumptions. Software components offered to cover the requirements are technically mature and suppliers keep their source code undisclosed. They completely specify their components in black box style by fully defining the interfaces to convey the components' contracts (what the components do) but without disclosing their implementation details (how the components work) [18] . Specifications achieving this are multi-layered and semiformal today. Respective specification approaches are proposed e.g. in [26;36] where contract levels and facts to be specified describe the external view onto the component for reuse. These component specifications can serve as black box description for reuse and are put into publicly available component specification libraries. Component software users on the demand side want support and automation for their requirements and search a wide variety of library components for the right software. The available components are found as specifications e.g. on the Internet. These semi-formal, multi-layered component reuse specifications represent the candidates offered by suppliers for domain testing. Customers query the black box functional specifications with specific predefined criteria, retrieve matches, and then evaluate the retrieved specifications in detail. Both retrieval and evaluation imply a comparison i.e. a test between reference features demanded and specification candidates offered.
Compositional reuse acknowledges the industrial segregation between a supply side offering components for reuse and a demand side requiring software built from reused and properly orchestrated parts. Such industrystyle compositional reuse apparently requires advances to established software engineering methods, which also includes the testing stage. An important challenge for black box reuse at this point is how to derive reasonable specification retrieval and evaluation criteria, and that means: how to validate testable end user domain requirements against supplier specifications.
The associated testing may be classified as specification based or program based, and specification based testing can be divided into state based testing and black box testing [38] . The component paradigm of the described business model assumes that components are tested on the basis of their specifications, and restrict our approach to black box testing. It is acknowledged that good overall testing will be comprehensive and will employ a set of complementary methods in practice. It is also acknowledged that testing alone can not improve the quality of software, but early and expressive test results can improve decisions.
III. CONSTRUCTING LINEAR SCENARIOS

A. ARIval Overview
A precondition for the validation of requirements is that these requirements are stated in testable terms. Fig. 2 (notation: activity diagram [24] ) gives an overview on the ARIval (abstraction, reduction, inclusion, validation) method [32] , where domain level scenarios are used to validate aspects of multi-layered component reuse specifications, if possible showing that the specified software works for the higher-order domain requirements.
To construct testable business requirements on the customer side, our first starting point is the observation that also for testing higher-order domain functionality, only a small subset of the full domain is actually relevant for the end users' intended automation with distinct effects on utilized system behavior.
The second starting point is the observation that some kind of domain model is usually available on the customer side, in many cases through prosaic business rules and process descriptions as semi formal or informal models, e.g. activity diagram, event driven process chain, Petri net, etc. Full or partial automation is required for the model, or parts of it, from ready-made software components.
Relevant parts of the model environment are first abstracted based on the well-known equivalence partitioning and boundary value analysis, which is described and used for program testing since the late 1970s [22] . This results in domain partition elements which are a discrete representation of the original continuous domain, with one representative element per partition. The abstracted elements are then reduced, by identifying reasonable and critical sequences. Complexity of typical requirements in real settings will lead to very many possible sequences at this point and prevent an exhaustive testing. This means that with each possible sequence of steps that requires automation on the domain side, and with the corresponding sequence of equivalence classes, a small number of critical sequences need to be selected from the very large number of all possibilities.
Selection criteria are domain centric and come from outside of the software engineering process. They include domain workflow and value flow considerations e.g. on frequency, criticality, financial or other risk, external visibility, etc. instead of software centric objectives such as coverage of all control statements in the source code. Furthermore, the sequences must not contain branching but make up linear paths in order to avoid quantitative evaluation problems during actual testing (cf. state explosion). To achieve this, a critical sequence with branches becomes de-branched until we have a number of linear sequences instead.
The abstracted and reduced domain part then contains value representatives in sequences, with each sequence linear and deemed critical by the customer for the intended application.
An inclusion will use the critical linear sequences to build scenarios, both within a domain part and across a number of different related domain parts, to cover the critical paths in their context as full business transaction flows. These scenarios must again not contain branching but make up linear paths. This can be guaranteed by constructing them accordingly, i.e. instead of a branching scenario we include two or more branch-free scenarios, until all resulting scenarios are linear at the end.
The method provides the possibility to re-iterate the reduction step, e.g. if certain sequences are found missing one can go back and establish them to be available for the construction of the respective end-to-end scenario. In this way each linear scenario is deliberately and consciously included into the validation step, or not. Inclusion criteria, again, are domain centric and are derived from considerations rooting in domain ontology instead of software technology, as described.
Finally, the actual testing will numerically check applicable parts of the reuse specifications from the supply side using all formally defined and branch-free critical validation scenarios as test cases.
Three basic coverage measures can be defined. Two start from the abstracted domain, which is an equivalent of the original domain. Reduction coverage measures the abstracted domain against reduced sequences requirements. Inclusion coverage measures reduced sequences against included scenarios. The third measure starts from the set of scenarios. Validation coverage measures a scenario's expected results against the actual validation success. The measures could be plain and weighted. The weighted coverage would scale on numeric scores given for each reduction criteria, inclusion criteria and scenario, e.g. by using a simple ranking.
Beneficiaries of the method are mainly customers and end users in the presented business model. The ARIVal method supports them in evaluating the many component specifications from repositories on the basis of their testable requirements, independently derived from their ontological domain, and before actual software is available.
B. Process Flow Transformation and Blocking
Through data abstraction, based on equivalence partitioning and boundary value analysis, we prepared a discrete data domain which is an equivalent representation of the complete and continuous original data domain. We now aim at the identification of an incomplete set of branch-free critical sequences through this abstracted, discrete domain model.
At the core is the reduction of the process domain. The approach is a double reduction: first, transformation and block building on process scheme level, and then numerical (de-)selection on the level of process instances (or, test sequences) in the simplified scheme. In this way, we deliberately resign from completeness twice. In other words, we first select the critical scheme parts from the overall process flow that need testing coverage. This leads to a simplified process scheme. The selected scheme parts that are deemed critical by the customer are at the same time numerically unfolded according to the abstracted domain model (i.e. all possible "traces" are listed that can be derived from the business rules). Now we can select a small number out of all possible numerical sequences through this simplified domain process scheme. The result is a small critical subset out of the very large set of all possible paths through the abstracted domain model.
Criteria to be used are based on aware stakeholder priority decisions, e.g. on business criticality of different process scheme parts and of different "traces" through the simplified model. This could be measured e.g. in terms of monetary value flow per path. If e.g. in a process scheme half of the revenues are generated within a certain small subset of maybe ten percent of the full scheme, and the other half of the revenue generation happens throughout the remaining ninety percent of the scheme, then apparently the smaller subset of the scheme is probably more important for the end-user testing. In this simplified example we could even already calculate a very simple priority value from the figures. The further elaboration of underlying stakeholder criteria would lead away from the scope of this paper. At this point we just need to take the diligent assumption that we are able to prioritize process scheme parts and process instances according to their business value.
From computability theory we can derive the fundamental process flow constructs "sequence", "join" and "split" selection (joining pre-conditions, splitting post-conditions, also known as "selection") and "iteration", which are also described and used as starting point for workflow patterns definitions [37] . Process flow patterns use constructs ranging from these simple elements up to complex processing primitives. For each of the three basic constructs, we take workflow patterns from [37] and show how transformation and block building works for the basic construct (the notation used in the figures is UML activity diagram [24] ). The full domain process flow can then be treated iteratively by treating the single basic constructs.
A sequence of process steps as shown in Fig. 3 is found in the basic workflow pattern "sequence". It reflects the fundamental notion of an activity that is enabled after the completion of the preceding activity, and a common interpretation for the pattern is implication or causality. As a linear sequence this basic construct is already in the form of our intended result, and we can -without further transformation -readily form a block unit by using any continuous subsequence of it; in Fig. 3 , the second line shows a block built from the maximum subsequence, the third line shows an alternative block building. Each block can then be (de-)selected as a whole unit. This means that numerical test, and as a consequence also oracles, will be set at the block boundaries only; in line three of Fig. 3 before activity 1 and after activity 2, and before activity 3 and after activity 4, but not, say, after activity 1. This implies that even when including the block unit, there will be no consideration of block internals. In the reduced, simplified process scheme, the internal structure of the block is hidden.
A split selection of the activities flow into multiple activities as shown in Fig. 4 is found in the basic workflow patterns "XOR-split" and "AND-split". The patterns reflects the essential notion of branching activities. A common interpretation for the XOR-split or switch pattern shown on the upper left side of the figure is decision. A common interpretation for the AND-split or fork pattern shown on the upper right side of the figure is parallel processing. For both split types, we transform the process scheme into a simpler scheme for blocking as shown in Fig. 4 . On a binary XOR switch, as well as on a binary AND fork, two blocks encompass the construct, one block for each of the two subsequent steps within the scheme part. Splits with more than two following steps can be handled accordingly and result in more than two blocks. The internal block structures become hidden on the simplified scheme level. Numerical selection of the single "traces" in a subsequent step is less complex and establishes linear paths. Note that the concurrency aspect of the AND-split disappears, which seems appropriate for the intended testing against reuse specifications and without executable software.
A join selection of the activities flow from multiple activities as shown in Fig. 5 is found in the basic workflow patterns "XOR-join" and "AND-join". It reflects the essential notion of merging activities. A common interpretation for the XOR-join pattern shown on the upper left side of the figure is trigger. A common interpretation for the AND-join pattern shown on the upper right side of the figure is synchronization.
For both join types, we transform the process scheme into a simpler scheme for blocking as shown in Fig. 5 . On a binary XOR trigger, as well as on a binary AND synchronization, two blocks encompass the whole construct, one block for each of the two preceding steps within the scheme constructs. Joins with more than two preceding steps can be handled accordingly and lead to more than two blocks. Again the internal block structures become hidden to the unfolding in the numerical reduction, when we select the "traces" in a subsequent step. Note also here that the synchronization aspect of the AND-join disappears, which again seems appropriate for the intended testing against reuse specifications and without executable software. An iteration in the activities flow as shown in Fig. 6 is found in the structural workflow pattern "arbitrary cycles". It reflects the notion of activities that can be done repeatedly. A common interpretation for repeated activities patterns is loop.
For an iteration construct in a real workflow, we transform the process scheme into a simpler scheme for blocking. We use the same approach as with the other constructs and unfold the iteration primitive into single linear paths. The number of possible paths is determined by the business rules ("loop conditions"). The number can be large, even in a non-theoretical workflow, even with an abstracted data domain and single value representatives per equivalence class (as produced from the preceding abstraction step). Our approach is to bundle equivalence classes for iterations so that as many "traces" through the loop as possible fall into the same equivalence category. We start at the general and known approach to leave out sub-paths from the transformed iteration that are passed more than k times. We argue for our validation purposes that a subpath that is included in a related larger path needs to be looked at only once, and so we set k = 1 (the example given later demonstrates the application of the idea). Together with the iterative sequence blocking in our approach, we still have the possibility to explicitly include also sub-paths that were identified as business critical within the loop, if they are included in a larger path (as suggested in the second and third line in Fig. 6 ). So we established a basis for selecting the critical passes that are needed for inclusion as validation scenarios. 
…
Note that for our higher-order testing of reuse specifications we can omit unsolvable cases from information theory (cf. e.g. halting problem).
With the transformation and blocking procedures we can construct paths through the abstracted domain that are (i) part of the domain under consideration, (ii) critical for the customer and (iii) linear, without branches and without cycles. We call such a path a "Sunshine Path". Sunshine Paths can be serialized by construction, because they are a linear sequence of process steps, or transactions, which produce the same result as in the originating graph, if they were completely selected. They now go into the inclusion step as building blocks for endto-end validation scenarios.
C. Example
The example is non-fictitious on the domain side and is taken from a large company's business rules and processes for the creation of credit items. Fig. 7 shows one function out of the process diagram and the relevant business rules for the "authorization level ok?" process step. A credit item has been recorded by an agent of the company at this stage. Now it needs formal release. Everyone involved in the process belongs unambiguously to a certain role, and all roles have limits for releasing (rel) a recorded credit item depending on its amount. If the credit amount is above the role's limit, it is not released by the role but instead submitted (sub) to the next superior role. Above a certain amount, any credit needs release by two different authorized roles (rel-s, rel). The two highest roles are entitled to release all credits. In the described process, credits that shall not be released remain in an undefined, or submitted, state. Table I together with their values. If the analyzed customer domain section does not define any observable behavior, e.g. for partition P 1 in this example, then tests cannot be derived from this part of the domain model.
Further simplification of the scheme and its business rules by transformation and blocking is not necessary in the simple example. Reduction can readily identify the "traces" or, data sequences that are critical and reasonable for testing from the full set of possible sequences, from an end user validation point of view. We restrict to demonstrating positive test sequences here, negative test sequences work according to the same principle. The iteration on the example can be reduced from an end user's business perspective to sequences starting at the least empowered call center (cc) role, which will subsequently cover also superior roles with suitable partition values (i.e. no explicit check for k > 1 in a first approach). This reduction results in Table II listing ten Sunshine Path sequences, the building blocks for critical business scenarios through the domain section. These sequences are now eligible for inclusion, also with critical sequences from other, interconnected domain parts, to build end-to-end branch-free business scenarios. The approach to connect sequences is the same as it was shown for the steps within a domain part. Joining two scenarios becomes possible by using the preceding scenario's output as the subsequent scenario's input. Inclusion criteria, again, are fully domain centric. To demonstrate how we check a specification artifact on the basis of the sequences from Table II, it is assumed that a software provider has specified and offered a fictitious Comparator software component. Next to other levels and facts, the behavior of this software artifact is described in OCL (Object Constraint Language) [23] , and a checkGE service ("greater or equal") is defined according to Fig. 8 . It is also specified for the Comparator component, on the respective layer of a multi-level reuse specification, that a limits relation maps a value to an actor.
To check the behavior specified in Fig. 8 against customer requirements given as critical sequences, the constraints from the supplier's specification are now numerically compared with one ore more branch-free scenarios. As described, such a scenario can be one path We assume in this example that our customer includes one single Sunshine Path, S 4 from Table II. So we can restrict our example to demonstrate this single sequence. In natural language, S 4 follows a recorded credit item of 250.-from a region without regional coordinator role. The credit item is (i) beyond the credit authorization limit of the call center role and therefore submitted to the customer representative role. It is (ii) beyond the credit authorization limit of the customer representative role and therefore submitted to the administrator credit department role. It is (iii) within the credit authorization limit of the administrator credit department role and released. Validation of this sequence is done by systematically walking through the OCL constraints from Fig. 8 .
In step (i) the first two preconditions hold: val is 250.-and act is cca. The third precondition also holds: once the mapping table is set up with role descriptions and thresholds from the domain model, then cca will be found in the limits relation. If the preconditions hold as described, the specification's postcondition will evaluate (50 >= 250) and return false. The work flow can identify this with the meaning that the credit item is not released, and return to the "authorization level ok?" function with a "credit item submitted" state.
In step (ii) the first two preconditions hold: val is 250 and act is cr. As in the previous step the third precondition also holds for cr. If the preconditions hold as described, the specification's postcondition will evaluate (250 >= 250) and return true. The work flow can identify this with the meaning that the credit item is released, and continue to further parts of the domain model with a "credit item released" state.
In step (iii) the first two preconditions hold: val is 250 and act is acd. As in the previous steps the third precondition also holds for acd. If the preconditions hold as described, the specification's postcondition will evaluate (1000 >= 250) and return true. The work flow can identify this with the meaning that the credit item is released, and continue to further parts of the domain model with a "credit item released" state. Thus, on the bottom line, validation of the Comparator component vs. S 4 using ARIval revealed a problem. While steps (i) and (iii) can be performed correctly by the specified software, in step (ii) the Comparator component fails check vs. the business rules. In the domain model and its critical sequence S 4 , the credit item of 250.-is not released by a customer representative but instead submitted to be checked by the superior role. In the Comparator component, the validation shows that the credit item of 250.-is actually released by the customer representative role, which is inconsistent with the requirements from the domain model.
Possible consequences of this result could include looking for a checkG service ("greater") of the Comparator component, or changing the business rules slightly, or others. In any case the small but on the domain side non-fictitious validation example has shown that the proposed method gives an early hint at the necessity of a respective, aware decision and provides tangible support for it, without using any actual software.
IV. RELATED WORK
Component software testing theory has become a large area of scientific research [38] . Important existing approaches with relation to our method have been selected and are shown in Table III to demarcate original contributions of the method. 
A. Built-in Test Technologies
Built-in technologies for self-testing software components, in analogy to built-in tests from integrated circuits, have extensively been researched, e.g. in the Component+ project of the European Union [10] . Built-in tests come within the component, e.g. as additional test services, and are not intended to represent independent customer specific automation requirements but basic technical checks. Tests built into the component by their vendors are complementary to our domain centric axiom.
B. Formal Methods
Especially in formal model checking, plenty of verification approaches ("are we building the software right?") are discussed, among them the interesting domain reduction abstraction [8] . The method proposed here transfers some of the ideas to the domain validation ("are we building the right software?") viewpoint. But fully formal approaches for real components are prevented by computational effort with real systems in practice, decidability problems from computer theory, the absence of complete formal specifications, and the lack of a justifying business case or public interest. Also, formal verification can still be wrong. Formal verification methods provide valuable insight but in a practical sense don't apply to our complex domain level validation.
C. Scenario Based and Model Based Testing
Scenarios can be seen as special entities within the more general notion of a model. In model based testing, test references are generated from a model of the actual system. Many model based test approaches build upon the UML (Unified Modeling Language) today, and derive test references from UML diagrams [6;25] . Test references in existing approaches are built from artifacts within the component software development -models, design scenarios, etc. -and not from independent and unknown customer requirements as proposed here. Few if any approaches have yet addressed these model independency issues and its test implications, as does our method on the domain validation side.
D. Specification Matching
Existing approaches are based on fully formal language specifications, focus strongly on technical aspects, and are restricted to the matching of relatively simple functions [21;41] . Semi-formal matching methods from library science have also been described since long [29;31] , and discussions exist to automatically extract classification attributes from natural language descriptions [16] . Further investigations include in particular relaxations of exact matching, and also contextual refinement theory [11] . Discussions started only recently that focus on more complex business domain perspectives for compatibility considerations of multi-layered specifications [43] . Our method goes beyond formal technical aspects and aims at checking specifications vs. higher-order requirements represented by domain level scenarios.
E. Tabular Notation
This approach aims at representing requirements fully formal by using a comprehensible, mathematically precise tabular notation of predicate logic for partial functions [27] . Domain requirements are successively translated into this tabular form, with promising first practical results [2] . Tabular notation seems very formal for "good enough" testing as intended in our method.
F. Test and Composition Languages
Similar to well known specification languages such as Z or OCL, special languages for testing and for composition have been proposed. One example on the testing side is TTCN 3 for test execution [14] . An example on the composition side is the Piccola calculus for formal component composition [1] . Test languages make implicit assumptions on their domains and their intended use, and have proven successful for testing software in their respective target areas. Architectural composition languages are formal and powerful but don't seem suitable for defining and evaluating actual test scenarios. Our method suggests a generic, widely applicable domain validation method without actual software but based on reuse specifications.
G. Test input data sampling
Exhaustive testing on all possible inputs is infeasible in general and inappropriate in particular for large real life enterprise applications. Hence an incomplete but appropriate test has to be determined. Existing approaches achieve this by sampling a domain of the input data according to fault hypotheses i.e. assumptions about which aspects or entities are error prone, allowing the test to reveal as many failures as possible with a minimum effort [3] . In our method, tests are generated not from fault hypotheses within the technological software system or its specification or models, but instead independently from the actual customer's ontological domain and its automation requirements which are unknown to, and detached from, the component software technology provider.
H. Test output oracles
The test oracle question [34;39] relates to outputs produced by a test: if the actual results differ from the expected results, did a proper test run produce wrong results revealing a software error, or were the expected results and/or the testing and/or basic assumptions wrong in the first place? Particular test outputs need careful analysis if the oracle grounds on the same model as the software [30] . Related issues can be observed in the controversial discussions of N-version programming in the 1980s. Sophisticated approaches such as e.g. [15] exist today. Our method instead sets priority to tests created independently from a software user, to deliver the independent oracle and the final judgment about an expected feature of a reused component.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Compositional reuse for industry style software production is an important approach pursued to master the ever increasing demands on software intensive systems. Testing black box software components from large repositories for their suitability to be reused in an actual end user situation is among the problems that complicate this approach. The associated validation activities are supported by the ARIval method, offering to the component demand side a domain centric component validation approach. The approach has some core advantages: it is derived from a clear business model assumption, sources test oracles from business domain requirements independent from the technological development process, and produces tangible results early, before the executable software is available, on the basis of suppliers' reuse specifications.
We demonstrated the principle in an example which is non-fictitious on the domain side. By constructing critical scenarios via abstraction, reduction and inclusion from a domain model, we obtain branch-free Sunshine Paths of automation sequences deemed validation critical on the domain level of the demand side. These scenarios represent references against which relevant levels from multi-dimensional supplier black box specifications can be checked very early in the compositional development process, and with oracles that are independent from this development process.
With our approach we support early and independent higher-order black box component software testing on the demand side in industrialized software processes. This can benefit software component customers through earlier and better testing within further decomposed division of work as required for industrialized software engineering processes.
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